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About This Game

Headcrab Frenzy is a free dynamic action Half-Life mod which allows you to quench a desire to destroy these little bouncy
critters to your heart's content, hold records, ge 5d3b920ae0

Title: Headcrab Frenzy!
Genre: Action, Casual, Free to Play, Indie
Developer:
Crystice Softworks
Publisher:
Crystice Softworks
Release Date: 20 Aug, 2015

Minimum:

OS: Windows XP or newer

Processor: CPU 500 MHz

Memory: 128 MB RAM
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English
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this game sucks. too little headcraps. i expected more.. Good mod, but. It gets repititive after you beat the mod once. As in,
you've beaten all of the maps, now you play them again. I still think it's a great mod, it looks fantastic for a GoldSource engine
mod/game.. It's a fun game to play every now and again.. question can you possiably make a addon for gmod 13 that adds these
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headcrabs? onto the acutal review i have no idea whats going but install this its fun. Headcrabs have 4 legs. Do you know what
else has 4 legs? You got it. Dogs, dogs have tails, so do pigeons. Pigeons have 2 legs, so do humans. Do you who else is a
human? Gabe Newell. Gabe Newell owns Valve. Take away any "V" in valve and you get "ALE." The letters "ALE" are three
letters. Do you know what else has three in it? Half-Life 3. Half-Life 3 comfirmed.. Resolution maxed out in full screen.. Just
the fact that it's one of the very few mods to have Linux support is enough to recommend it. But really, this mod is great and
they did a good job of making it.. Its pretty nice, it's a fast download and its free, so it doesn't hurt to try it. Basically its a game
where you smack hordes of headcrabs to death with a crowbar and get powerups.
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